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Introduction

The idea of holography has changed our standard notion of spacetime in the presence of
gravitational force [1–3]. The AdS/CFT provides us with ideal setups to study holography
in a microscopic way [4–6]. The considerations of holographic entanglement entropy reveal deep connections between gravity and quantum information [7–11]. In particular, this
suggests that gravitational spacetimes may emerge from geometric structures of quantum
entanglement in conformal field theories (CFTs) or more generally quantum many-body
systems. One concrete idea to realize this emergent spacetime is to employ tensor networks
as first conjectured in [12]. For other interesting approaches to emergent spacetimes from
quantum entanglement, refer to e.g. [13–15]. It was also argued that quantum error correcting codes may also provide another explanation of the emergent bulk spacetimes [16].
The tensor network is a graphical method to describe a quantum many-body wave
function in terms of a network of quantum entanglement (see e.g. the reviews [17, 18]).
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3 Holographic path-integral complexity in AdS
3.1 Holographic path-integral complexity in Euclidean AdS
3.2 Holographic path-integral complexity in Lorentzian AdS
3.3 Path-integral circuit complexity
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In the original conjecture [12], it was argued that a canonical time slice (i.e. a hyperbolic space) in an AdS corresponds to a special tensor network called MERA (multi-scale
entanglement renormalization ansatz) [19, 20]. The MERA gives useful tensor networks
which produce CFT vacua. Its continuous version called cMERA was also defined in [21–
23] and applied to the AdS/CFT [24, 25]. Later, a modified correspondence which argues that the MERA corresponds to a de-Sitter space was proposed [26–30] based on the
causal structure of MERA. On the other hand, a tensor network, called the perfect tensor
network, was introduced which is expected to describe a hyperbolic disk, based on the
quantum error correcting codes [31]. Its refined version called random tensor networks
was also constructed [32] and its spacetime version was formulated in [33]. However in
these models, which is different from the MERA, the resulting states typically deviate
from CFT vacua.
There is another approach which starts from Euclidean path-integral description of the
CFT vacuum and which employs a procedure called the path-integral optimization [34–36]
(refer also to [37–39] for later developments). This reproduces the correct metrics of canonical time slices after the optimization. This approach was motivated by a tensor network
picture of AdS/CFT because we can regard a discretized version of Euclidean path-integrals
as certain tensor networks, which are not necessarily isometric. Explicit relations between
the tensor networks and path-integrations have recently been worked out in [40–43]. Nevertheless, so far it has not been fully clear how and why the path-integrations should be
embedded in the full AdS geometry.
In this way, even though there have been remarkable developments on connections
between AdS/CFT and tensor networks, we still do not know precisely which tensor network corresponds to which surface in AdS. Especially we do not understand well how to
interpret the time component of the metric gtt in a gravity dual from the tensor networks.
In such a situation, it is helpful to study things in an opposite way: we start with a holographic spacetime of a gravity dual and look at its surfaces to ask what they correspond to
in tensor networks. A partial step has been taken in our earlier work [44] (see [45, 46] for
related progresses), where the surface/state correspondence was proposed. Refer to [47–49]
for interesting works on similar problems. See also [50] for another intriguing proposal to
move the AdS boundary in the bulk. This surface/state correspondence argues that an
arbitrary convex codimension two surface Σ in AdS corresponds to a certain quantum state
|ΨΣ i in the dual CFT as in the left picture in figure 1.
In the present article, we would like to combine the above two ideas: path-integral optimization and surface/state correspondence. We propose a new framework of holography
where each codimension one surface MΣ in the gravity dual is interpreted as a quantum
circuit defined by a path-integration on MΣ with a suitable UV cut off, both in Lorentzian
and Euclidean signature. Refer to the right picture in figure 1. Here we discretize pathintegrations of CFTs into those on lattices and regard them as quantum circuits. Our
proposal largely generalizes and clarifies the conjectured correspondence between tensor
networks and slices in AdS in a covariant way including the time coordinate. Note that
if MΣ is located in the AdS boundary, our proposal just follows from the standard bulkboundary correspondence in AdS/CFT [5, 6].
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The other motivation of this paper is to understand the holographic calculations of
complexity. Recently the computational complexity for quantum states in CFTs has been
studied actively because it may provide a new window which connects gravity to quantum
information theory [51–53]. In particular, a holographic formula which computes the complexity was proposed in [54] (see [56] for corner contributions), where the complexity is
given by the gravity action restricted to a region called a Wheeler DeWitt (WDW) patch.
For recent developments of holographic complexity, refer to e.g. [57–76].
However, there is no clear derivation of this formula even if we assume the AdS/CFT
correspondence. This is partly because the definition of computational complexity is so
involved in quantum field theories (QFTs) that no unique calculational scheme was established so far, as opposed to the calculations of entanglement entropy. Nevertheless,
explicit calculations of complexity in QFTs have been performed based on plausible definitions [77, 78] and interesting results have been obtained (refer to e.g. [79–87]). Also in
the framework of the path-integral optimization [35, 36] for two dimensional CFTs, the
complexity functional is identified with the Liouville action. This provides a ‘field theory
friendly’ approach and is called the path-integral complexity. An interesting connection
between the original definition of complexity in terms of quantum circuits and the Liouville
action has been uncovered quite recently in [84].
In our new framework using the path-integral circuits, we generalize the holographic
correspondence and define a quantity called holographic path-integral complexity in gravity
duals. Interestingly, for static Lorentzian setups, we manage to show that the holographic
path-integral complexity, which has a clear definition in dual CFTs, essentially agrees with
the holographic complexity based on the gravity action in the WDW patch. For timedependent quantum states, our holographic path-integral complexity prescription does not
seem to precisely coincide with the previous holographic complexity. We will also introduce
a new connection between quantum entanglement and geometry, which argues that an
area element in a gravity dual can be interpreted as the maximal amount of entanglement
entropy created by the corresponding quantum gates. These new relations will enable us
to conclude that the time component of the metric in AdS emerges from the density of
unitary quantum gates which scramble quantum states in the dual CFT.
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Figure 1. The left picture is a sketch of surface/state correspondence in the context of
AdS/CFT [44]. The right picture explains the new correspondence proposed in the present paper, based on path-integrations in surface/state duality for Euclidean AdS.
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AdS as quantum circuits of path-integrations

The surface/state duality [44] argues that an arbitrary d dimensional (i.e. codimention
two) connected closed surface Σ which is convex and space-like in a d + 2 dimensional
gravitational spacetime Nd+2 (either Euclidean or Lorentzian), corresponds to a certain
quantum state |ΨΣ i in a Hilbert space HN specific to the spacetime Nd+2 :
Σd ∈ Nd+2 ↔ |ΨΣ i ∈ HN .

(2.1)

In particular, for the AdS/CFT, Σ is a convex d dimensional closed surface in AdSd+2 and
HN is identified with the CFT Hilbert space HCFT . Refer to the left picture in figure 1.
Below, we consider the surface/state duality in the AdS/CFT case and would like to
argue that it leads to an interpretation of codimension one surfaces1 in AdS, called MΣ ,
as quantum circuits of path-integrals (see the right picture in figure 1). Originally the
surface/state correspondence [44] is motivated by a conjectured tensor network description
of AdS/CFT. Here we would like to study how we can construct the state |ΨΣ i in a CFT.
We consider both Euclidean AdS and Lorentzian AdS separately below. We will also allow
a generalization of codimension two surfaces such that Σ consists of multiple disconnected
surfaces, where the dual state |ΨΣ i cannot be accommodated in HCFT , but can be included
in its multiple copies.
We would like to stress that in this paper, we are focusing on a classical gravity limit of
AdS/CFT correspondence, ignoring quantum fluctuations as assumed in the surface/state
duality. Therefore, there is a definite AdS spacetime for a given boundary and we consider
the surface Σ and MΣ in this fixed AdS spacetime.
2.1

Euclidean AdS

Let us first start with asymptotically AdS backgrounds with the Euclidean signature, which
is simpler than the Lorentzian case. Indeed, the surface/state correspondence [44] was
originally proposed for Euclidean spaces. Our main claim in the present article is that
1

We may need to impose an analogue of convexity condition on MΣ as we did for the surface Σ. We
will not get into details of this issue as it does not affect our conclusions. However, one natural constraint
will be such that MΣ should be foliated by convex surfaces. We would like to thank Masamichi Miyaji for
discussions on this point.
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This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we will describe our new framework
of holographic correspondence between codimension one surfaces and quantum circuits
described by path-integrations. In section 3, we define and evaluate the holographic pathintegral complexity in our framework. In section 4, we study the evolution of quantum
entanglement under the quantum circuits of path-integrations and propose a formula which
relates an area of surface and the number of quantum gates which add quantum entanglement. In section 5, we summarize our conclusions and discuss future problems. In
appendix A, we gave a derivation of Liouville action from the gravity action for AdS3 . In
appendix B, we analyzed examples of quantum circuits of path-integrals in two dimensional
CFTs, which corresponds to a de Sitter space and hyperbolic space.
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each state |ΨΣ i can be obtained from a regularized path-integration on a codimension one
surface MΣ , which ends on the surface Σ i.e. ∂MΣ = Σ. Refer to the right picture in
figure 1. Note that the choice of MΣ is not unique and indeed there are infinitely many
different surfaces which satisfy the condition ∂MΣ = Σ. Our claim is summarized as


Z
Y
Y
−S CFT [ϕ]
eC(MΣ ) · ΨΣ [ϕ0 (x)] = 
Dϕ(y) e MΣ
δ(ϕ(x) − ϕ0 (x)),
(2.2)
y∈MΣ

x∈Σ

CFT [ϕ] for the pathwhere we expressed all fields by the symbol ϕ and the action SM
Σ
integration is the CFT action defined on MΣ with an appropriate regularization. The
wave functional ΨΣ [ϕ0 (x)] is normalized such that it has a unit norm, where overall normalization contributions are expressed as the factor eC(MΣ ) . In the coordinate system of
the Poincare AdSd+2 with the radius RAdS :
!
Pd
2 + dt2 +
2
dz
dx
2
i
i=1
ds2 = RAdS
,
(2.3)
z2

the regularization is such that the lattice spacing is given by z. More generally the lattice
CFT [ϕ] should be done such that one lattice site corresponds to the unit
regularization of SM
Σ
2 . The constant C(M ) is called the
area measured by the dimension less metric ds2 /RAdS
Σ
path-integral complexity, which is essentially the same one introduced in [35, 36].
Now, as the simplest example, consider a pure Euclidean AdS setup. We take Σ to be
the time slice at the AdS boundary i.e. z =  and t = 0 in the coordinate (2.3), which is
depicted as the left picture in figure 2. In this case the state |ΨΣ i coincides with the CFT
vacum |0i with the lattice constant given by . If we choose MΣ to be the path-integral
along the time coordinate t in Euclidean AdS, the conjectured formula (2.2) coincides with
the standard Eulidean path-integral which produces the ground state wave functional.
If we choose a generic2 d + 1 dimensional surfaces as MΣ as in the middle picture
in figure 2, one may worry that the state |ΨΣ i in (2.2) depends not only on Σ but also
2

In this paper we assume that the surface MΣ has the simplest topology namely the disk in this setup.
We expect this restriction comes from the known convexity and topology condition in surface/state duality,
though we would like to leave the detail for future works.
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Figure 2. Various constructions of the same state |ΨΣ i (i.e. the vacuum state in a CFT) from
path-integrations on different surfaces MΣ and their gravity duals.
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on the choice of MΣ . However, we would like to argue the state obtained after the pathintegration on MΣ does not depend on the choice of MΣ owing to the conformal invariance
of CFT. In the setup of AdS3 /CFT2 , this independence on the choice of MΣ is obvious
(1)
(2)
because metrics of two surfaces MΣ and MΣ with the same topology are related by a
Weyl transformation.

ds2
= dρ2 + cosh2 ρ
2
RAdS



dt2 + dy 2 + dη 2
η2


.

(2.4)

If we choose MΣ to be the surface ρ = ρ(t, y, η), then near the AdS boundary ρ → ∞
we have
 2

ds2
dt + dy 2 + dη 2
2
' cosh ρ
,
(2.5)
2
η2
RAdS
which is indeed the conformal transformation of the flat spacetime where the CFT vacuum
(1)
|0i was defined by the path-integral. In this way, we can relate two different surfaces MΣ
(2)
and MΣ by a Weyl transformation in the UV region of AdS. Apparently, this relation is
lost once we consider the full AdS space including the IR regions, except special examples,
such as the case where MΣ is given by a hyperbolic space. However, in the IR regions,
we cannot apply the usual notion of Weyl invariance in the continuum limit and will need
other treatments whose details are beyond the scope of this paper.
This procedure of increasing the coarse-grainings without changing the final quantum
state |ΨΣ i corresponds to the path-integral optimization introduced in [35, 36]. This optimization eventually leads to the hyperbolic surface t = 0, as depicted in the right picture
of figure 2, and is expected to be the most efficient Euclidean path-integration to produce
the CFT vacuum.
On the other hand, if we move the vertical surface z =  toward the inside of AdS to
z = z0 , then we expect that the path-integration along the time direction can be done by
employing an action, which is coarse-grained up to the length-scale z0 . This correspondence
between the radial coordinate of AdS and the effective cut off scale (or equally coarsegraining) is given manifestly in the formulation of path-integral optimization which will be
discussed in the next subsection. In addition, we can deform the shape of such a surface. In
this way we can interpret surfaces in an Euclidean AdS as (non-unitary) quantum circuits
of Euclidean path-integrations with an appropriate UV cut off.
Moreover, we expect that the above argument using the Weyl invariance for the pure
AdS can also be applied to general asymptotically AdS backgrounds by considering the
relevant perturbations of holographic CFTs as in the massive path-integral optimization,
done recently in [38].
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We would like to suggest that the same property can be true also in the higher dimensional AdS/CFT. First let us note that the Weyl transformation has degrees of freedom
of one function φ(x, z) on a d + 1 dimensional space: gab → e2φ(x,z) gab . This agrees with
the degrees of freedom of the choice of MΣ which is specified by the time slice t = t(x, z).
Consider the following form of the AdS metric
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2.2

Relation to path-integral optimization

The invariance of quantum states under Weyl transformations of Euclidean path-integrations has been recently employed in [35, 36, 38] to optimize the path-integral computations.
For two dimensional (2d) CFTs, we can write the metric on the space MΣ where we perform
the path-integration in the form
ds2CFT = e2φ(t,x) (dt2 + dx2 ),

(2.6)

where c is the central charge of the 2d CFT. Indeed as we show in appendix A, we can
derive the Liouville action from the bulk AdS3 action with the boundary metric (2.6).
The optimization is performed by minimizing CL (MΣ ) with respect to φ(t, x) with the
boundary condition eφ(t=−,x) = 1/, which ensures that we obtain the expected quantum
state with the UV regularization scale . This leads to the solution
eφ(t,x) =

1
,
|t|

(2.8)

and thus the space MΣ is given by the hyperbolic space. We can identify this optimized
surface MΣ with the t = 0 time slice of the Poincare AdS3 (2.3), where we identify the
2
AdS metric ds2 /RAdS
on MΣ with the CFT metric ds2CFT (2.6). Indeed the processs of
modifying the space of Euclidean path-integrations corresponds to the change of surface
MΣ as in figure 2.
Note that though our correspondence (2.2) works for any surface MΣ , the path-integral
optimization picks up a special surface which minimizes CL (MΣ ). For a static asymptotically AdS space, the minimization chooses the canonical time slice with the minimal volume. Thus we naturally understand the observation found in [35, 36, 38] that an optimized
metric agrees with the metric on the constant time slice in its gravity dual (refer to the
right picture in figure 2).
2.3

Lorentzian AdS

It is quite natural to expect that the surface/state correspondence is true also for Lorentzian
AdS. However, the situation is a little more complicated because in this case, the surface
MΣ can be either time-like, null or space-like as in figure 3. We would like to conjecture
that when MΣ is time-like, the state |ΨΣ i is obtained by a Lorentzian path-integral on MΣ
with an appropriate cut off as a simple extension of our conjecture in the Euclidean setup.
In other words, we have


Z
Y
Y
iS CFT [ϕ]
eiC(MΣ ) · ΨΣ [ϕ0 (x)] = 
Dϕ(y) e MΣ
δ(ϕ(x) − ϕ0 (x)).
(2.9)
y∈MΣ

x∈Σ
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where t is the Euclidean time. The rule of UV regularization is such that one lattice site
corresponds to a unit area in the above metric. The surface Σ is specified by t = − and
the path-integration is performed for −∞ < t < −.
The path-integral complexity is given by the Liouville action
Z − Z
h
i
c
CL (MΣ ) =
dt dx (∂t φ)2 + (∂x φ)2 + e2φ ,
(2.7)
24π −∞
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Figure 3. The path-integral construction of the state |ΨΣ i when we take Σ in Lorentzian AdS.
MΣ can be either time-like, null or space-like.

We call C(MΣ ) as the path-integral complexity in the Lorentzian case. This framework
allows us to interpret time-like surfaces MΣ as quantum circuits. Moreover, if MΣ is null,
we can understand it as a degenerate limit of time-like surfaces. Note that the appearance
of the phase factor eiC(MΣ ) is consistent with the form of gravity partition function eiIG in
the Lorentzian signature.
When MΣ is space-like, we would like to argue that basically it corresponds to a
path-integral on the space-like surface MΣ . One may worry that the Euclidean pathintegration changes the normalization of wave functional and this might contradict with
the Lorentzian evolution of the gravity dual. However as we will see in section 3.2, a careful
analysis of corner contributions in the gravity dual shows the presence of such a change
of normalization. Also notice that if there is a purely unitary (=Lorentzian) quantum
circuit on a space-like surface MΣ , then propagations of local excitations can break the
causality in the bulk AdS. Therefore the circuit should be non-unitary. As our later result
of path-integral complexity imply, we expect the quantum circuit on MΣ includes not only
non-unitary but also unitary quantum gates.
As the simplest example, consider a Lorentzian pure AdS. In this case, the state
|ΨΣ i coincides with the CFT vacuum state |0i. The time-like path-integration starts with
another quantum state |ΨΣ̃ i dual to the surface Σ̃ (see figure 3). We can identify |ΨΣ̃ i with
the vacuum state |0iΣ̃ , with the coarse-graining specified by the surface Σ̃. It is clear that
the path-integration on the time-like surface does not affect modes whose wave lengthes are
larger than the ones in Σ̃, owing to the Weyl invariance. On the other hand, this time-like
path-integration creates vacuum state for the modes whose wave lengthes are between the
one for Σ̃ and the one for Σ. The Weyl invariance of path-integrations explains that for
any choice of the codimension one time-like surface MΣ which connects Σ and Σ̃, its dual
quantum circuit maps |ΨΣ̃ i into |ΨΣ i.
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3

Holographic path-integral complexity in AdS

3.1

Holographic path-integral complexity in Euclidean AdS

First, we focus on the cases where gravity duals are given by asymptotically Euclidean AdS
spaces with static metrics. We choose Σ such that it is a codimension two convex surface
on a canonical time slice t = 0.
We can compute the path-integral complexity C(MΣ ) by employing the obvious relation
e2C(MΣ ) = hΨΣ (MΣ )|ΨΣ (MΣ )i,
(3.1)
where we write the state |ΨΣ i as |ΨΣ (MΣ )i by emphasizing that we performed the pathintegration on MΣ . Notice that the states |ΨΣ (MΣ )i for various choices of MΣ are the same
state, denoted by |ΨΣ i as before, up to the overall normalization, which is proportional
to eC(MΣ ) .
By extending the standard bulk-boundary relation to our finite cut off surface, we
can calculate (3.1) as the gravity partition function on NΣ as depicted in figure 4. The
(coarse-grained) CFT on MΣ is dual to the bulk space NΣ , which is defined by the region
surrounded by the canonical time slice t = 0 and the surface MΣ . Then the complexity
C(MΣ ) for the state |ΨΣ i is computed as
E

eC(MΣ ) = e−IG (NΣ ) ,

(3.2)

E (N ) is the value of the total Euclidean gravity action in N and we employed
where IG
Σ
Σ
the bulk-boundary relation.
The path-integral complexity of the state |ΨΣ i, written as C(|ΨΣ i) is defined by taking
the minimum over all possible choice of MΣ :

 E

C(|ΨΣ i) = min C(MΣ ) = min −IG
(NΣ ) .
MΣ

MΣ

(3.3)

As a simple example, consider a Poincare AdS3 given by the metric (2.3) and calculate
the path-integral complexity for the vacuum state, where the codimension one surface Σ is
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In the previous section, we argued that the codimension one surface MΣ in AdS can be
regarded as a path-integration with a suitable cut off. By introducing a discretization
with the cut off scale, this path-integration can also be regarded as a quantum circuit. In
this section we would like to consider how this quantum circuit generates a computational
complexity. The computational complexity is originally defined as the number of quantum
gates, whose precise definition in field theories involves subtleties and is not completely
understood at present. Instead, we consider a quantity called the path-integral complexity
C(MΣ ) [35, 36] defined in (2.2), whose definition in field theories is straightforward. This
quantity measures the size of path-integration and therefore is expected to be proportional
to the complexity. We will analyze the holographic counterpart of path-integral complexity
and compare our results with the earlier holographic complexity proposal in [54]. We will
study both asymptotically Euclidean and Lorentzian AdS setups below separately.
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Figure 4. The sketch of holographic computation of path-integral complexity in a global Euclidean
AdS. For simplicity, we choose Σ is a codimension two convex surface on a time slice t = 0.
Originally, the state |ΨΣ i dual to the surface Σ is obtained by the path-integration along the
Euclidean time with a coarse-grained CFT action as in the left picture. Then we can deform the
space MΣ on which we perform the path-integration without changing the quantum state |ΨΣ i as
depicted in the middle picture. The bulk region surrounded by the time slice t = 0 and MΣ is called
NΣ . During this process we can reduce the normalization of wave function and this normalization
is computed by doubling the system namely the inner product hΨΣ |ΨΣ i. In the gravity dual, this
inner product is given by the gravity action evaluated on the Euclidean space given by a double
copy of NΣ , depicted in the right picture.

given by the straight line −∞ < x < ∞ at z =  and t = 0. We choose the surface MΣ to
be the semi-infinite line (refer to figure 5)
MΣ = {(t, x, z)| t = −(z − ) tan α ≤ 0, z ≥ , −∞ < x < ∞},
where α is the tilting angle of MΣ against t = 0 time slice.
The Euclidean gravity action in such a setup looks like
Z
Z √
Z
1
1
1
√
√
E
IG = −
g(R − 2Λ) −
hK +
γ(2α − π),
16πGN NΣ
8πGN MΣ
16πGN Σ

(3.4)

(3.5)

where K is the extrinsic curvature on MΣ and the final term, found in [88, 89], arises3
because of the non-smooth corner of NΣ along Σ. By plugging explicit on-shell values
R = 6Λ = − R26 and K = 2 sin α, we finally obtain the path-integral complexity
AdS

C(MΣ ) =

cL h
πi
tan α − α +
,
12π
2

(3.6)

R
AdS
where L is the infinite length dx; we also employed the well-known formula c = 3R
2GN ,
between the size of AdS and the central charge [90].
Thus it is clear that this reaches its minimum at α = 0:
cL
C(|ΨΣ i) =
,
(3.7)
24
where MΣ coincides the hyperbolic space H2 defined by the canonical time slice t = 0.
R √
1
Note that the corner term with the angle 2α is given by 8πG
γ(2α − π). Here we took a half of
Σ
N
this because we restrict to the lower half geometry t ≤ 0 to describe the wave functional.
3
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Figure 5. The setup of holographic calculation of path-integral complexity in a Poincare Euclidean AdS3 .

On the other hand the maximum value of C(MΣ ) is achieved at α =
Euclidean path-integral on a flat space, where we obtain
max[C(MΣ )] =
MΣ

cLT
,
12π2

π
2

i.e. the standard

(3.8)

where T is the infinitely length in the Euclidean time t.
It is straightforward to extend the above computations to general static AdS/CFT
setups. By minimizing the action, it is clear that the minimum of the complexity, identified
with the path-integral complexity for the quantum state |ΨΣ i, is given by the area of the
corner surface Σ:
Z
1
S(Σ)
√
C(|ΨΣ i) =
γ=
,
(3.9)
16GN Σ
4
where
S(Σ) =

A(Σ)
,
4GN

(3.10)

is the ‘entropy’ for the surface Σ, which is obtained by applying the Bekenstein-Hawking
formula of black hole entropy to this surface. It is intriguing to note that though the bulk
region NΣ vanishes to zero size at α = 0, the gravity action IG becomes non-trivial due to
the corner angle term.
It is straightforward to extend this analysis to finite cut off surfaces Σ such as z = z0
or even those in more general static asymptotically AdS spaces, where we find the same
relation (3.9). This relation (3.9) provides a new interpretation of areas of arbitrary convex
surfaces on a time slice in terms of the Euclidean path-integral complexity. 4
4

We would also like to note that there is another interpretation of S(Σ) by a quantity called the differential entropy [91].
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3.2

Holographic path-integral complexity in Lorentzian AdS

eiC(MΣ ) = eiIG (NΣ ) .

(3.11)

Even though the phase factor of the wave functional initially has a phase shift ambiguity,
we fixed this ambiguity by requiring that C(MΣ ) = 0 for the trivial setup, which leads to
the identification (3.11).
Also as in the Euclidean case, we may define the complexity of the state |ΨΣ i by
minimizing the gravity action IG (NΣ ):
 L

C(|ΨΣ i) = min C(MΣ ) = min IG
(NΣ ) .
MΣ

MΣ

(3.12)

As a simple example, below we evaluate the path-integral complexity in the (Lorentzian
version t → it of) the Poincare AdS background (2.3). Again we focus on d = 1 i.e. AdS3 .
We set the surface Σ to be the one at z =  and t = 0 extending in the x direction. We
choose the surface MΣ to be a hyperplane which ends on Σ. We parameterize the time-like
and space-like hyperplane, separately, as follows:
Time-like hyperplane MΣspace : t sinh θ + z cosh θ = 0,

(3.13)

Space-like hyperplane MΣtime : t cosh θ̃ + z sinh θ̃ = 0.

(3.14)

The limit θ → ∞ or θ̃ → ∞ makes the surface MΣ light-like.
When MΣ is space-like, we obtain:
Z
Z √
Z
1
1
1
π 
√
√ 
L
IG
(MΣspace ) = −
g(R − 2Λ) −
hK −
γ θ̃ + i
16πGN NΣ
8πGN MΣ
8πGN Σ
2
"
#
cL
sinh θ̃
π
=
·
− θ̃ − i .
(3.15)
12π
2
cosh θ̃
This result follows from the Euclidean result (3.5) and (3.6) via the analytical continuation
L = iI E and tL = −itE . Interestingly this leads to the imaginary part of the
θ̃ = −iα, IG
G
corner contribution. This leads to an exponentially large factor eS(Σ)/4 , identical to (3.9),
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Now we would like to turn to the path-integral interpretation of Lorentzian AdS and its
path-integral complexity. Here we encounter a new ingredient that the surfaces MΣ have
variety of types: space-like, null, and time-like. As we will see, studying the behavior of
path-integral complexity in the Lorentzian AdS will clarify the properties of their circuit interpretations.
As in the Euclidean AdS case, we can relate the normalization of wave functional for
|ΨΣ (MΣ )i , defined by the path-integration on MΣ , to the Lorentzian gravity action on
NΣ . Here NΣ is the spacetime dual to the path-integration on MΣ . When we consider a
static gravity dual and choose Σ to be on a canonical time slice t = 0, the spacetime NΣ is
given by the region surrounded by MΣ and the slice t = 0 (see figure 3).
The Euclidean path-integral complexity is defined by (3.2). In an analogous way, the
Lorentizian path-integral complexity can be introduced as follow:
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L

in the total gravitational partition function eiIG . Thus we expect that the quantum circuit
on a space-like MΣ includes both Lorentzian (unitary) and Euclidean (non-unitary) gates.
Note that at θ̃ = 0, MΣ coincides with the canonical time slice. In this case the real
L (M space ) vanishes and its imaginary part agrees with the Euclidean AdS result
part of IG
Σ
at α = 0 (3.7). Since each of these two MΣ is an identical hyperbolic space, we would like to
argue the corresponding circuits are also the same, which includes only non-unitary gates.
On the other hand, when MΣ is time-like, the Lorentzian gravity action takes the form:
Z
Z √
Z
1
1
1
√
√
L
time
IG (MΣ ) = −
g(R − 2Λ) +
hK −
γθ
16πGN NΣ
8πGN MΣ
8πGN Σ


cL
cosh θ
=
·
−θ .
(3.16)
12π
sinh θ
This is obtained from (3.15) via the analytical continuation θ = θ̃ + π2 . In this case the
gravitational partition function becomes a pure phase factor and thus we can conclude that
the path-integration is Lorentzian (i.e. unitary). When we take the limit θ → 0, where
MΣ coincides with the AdS boundary z = , the Lorentzian complexity gets equal to the
Euclidean one (3.8).
If we adopt the definition of path-integral complexity for states dual to the Lorentzian
AdS (3.12), then the results (3.15) and (3.16) show that the minimum is realized in the null
limit i.e. θ → ∞ or θ̃ → ∞. Interestingly, the fact that the complexity is minimized when
the surface MΣ gets null seems to agree (up to a numerical factor π2 ) with the “complexity
= action” proposal [54], where the holographic complexity is given by the gravity action
in the WDW patch. Refer to figure 6 for this minimization. Indeed the WDW patch is
identical to a double copy of NΣ in our setup. However note that in this limit C(MΣ ) gets
negatively divergent for our gravity action. We expect that this difference comes from the
treatment of null boundary and can be interpreted as the different choice of regularization
of the null singularity.
Also notice that it is not obvious if our path-integral complexity agrees with the “complexity = action” proposal for time-dependent gravity duals. Indeed, our path-integral
complexity is computed only from the wave functional of |ΨΣ i and its gravity dual NΣ ,
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Figure 6. The optimization of Lorentzian path-integral into null one.
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which measures how much complicated preparing a given state is. On the other hand,
the “Complexity=Action” proposal based on the WDW patch [54] includes contributions
of gravity action from both before and after the quantum state is created. Therefore, for
example, in our approach, the time evolution of thermofield double state in two dimensional holographic CFTs, which is dual to the eternal BTZ black hole [93, 94], seems to
be computed from the gravity action on a spacetime which does not include the black hole
singularity. The details will deserve future studies.5
3.3

Path-integral circuit complexity

eC(|ΨΣ1 i)+C(|ΨΣ2 i)+C(V [MΣ1 Σ2 ]) = hΨΣ2 |V [MΣ1 Σ2 ]|ΨΣ1 i,

(3.17)

where C(|ΨΣ1,2 i) are the path-integral complexity of the states |ΨΣ1,2 i (3.12) and the matrix
element hΨΣ2 |V [MΣ1 Σ2 ]|ΨΣ1 i is computed for the optimized states |ΨΣ1,2 i as in figure 7.
One of the simplest setups to calculate this circuit path-integral complexity will be
for time-evolutions of holographic CFTs. In particular we choose the states |ΨΣ1,2 i to be
the CFT vacuum |0i with the UV cut off scale z = . The definition (3.17) allows us to
calculate its complexity C(e−iT H ) as the gravity action between t = 0 and t = T . For the
Poincare AdS3 setup we can explicitly evaluate this as follows:
Z
Z
√
√
1
1
−iT H
C(e
)=−
−g(R − 2Λ) −
−hK
16πGN NΣ Σ
8πGN MΣ Σ
1 2
1 2
Z
Z
√
√
1
1
=−
−g +
−hK
2
8πGN
4πGN RAdS NΣ Σ
1 2

cT L
=
.
12π2

(3.18)

We would like to note the obvious relation between our path-integral complexity for
the Hamiltonian evolution and the bare ‘energy’ Ebare (|Ψi) of the state:
d
C(e−itH ) = Ebare (|Ψi).
dt
5

(3.19)

In actual computations in time-dependent backgrounds, we need to specify the boundaries of the bulk
region NΣ . Clearly the past boundary should be the light-sheet as in the WDW patch prescription, which is
true for our previous analysis for the Poincare AdS. The choice of the future boundary is non-trivial and has
to be specified in order to establish our new calculation. One natural choice will be the maximal time slice.
Another possibility is to take into backreactions which lead to a time-reversal symmetric gravity solution.
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So far we focused on the holographic path-integral complexity for quantum states in CFTs.
It is also intriguing to consider a path-integral complexity for a unitary transformation itself. Indeed, originally the computational complexity is defined for a unitary transformation
as the minimum number of gates which realize the unitary transformation.
Consider a path-integral complexity for the path-integral circuit defined by the codimension one surface MΣ1 Σ2 which connects the codimension two surfaces Σ1 and Σ2 . We
write this circuit as V [MΣ1 Σ2 ] and this evolves the state |ΨΣ1 i into |ΨΣ2 i. In this setup, it is
natural to identify the path-integral complexity for this evolution C(V [MΣ1 Σ2 ]) as follows:
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Figure 7. The gravity dual of path-integral complexity for the Hamiltonian evolution C(e−iHt ).

This looks identical to the upper bound of the Lloyd bound [92] with a suitable redefinition
of the complexity by a numerical factor.
Even though the above definition of path-integral complexity of a given unitary transformation is very natural from the field theory viewpoint, we should notice that this quantity is not independent from the choice of quantum state on which the unitary operator
acts. In the above example, we choose the vacuum state in a holographic CFT. In this
sense, our quantity C(V ) seems to be different from the original definition complexity of
the quantum circuit V . One idea to extract such a universal part is to focus on the leading
divergent term of C(V ), which is expected to be universal for any quantum states in the
AdS/CFT. Another possibility to have a state independent holographic quantity for the
circuit complexity is to employ the volume formula
Z
√
1
∼
−g,
(3.20)
GN RAdS MΣ
which can be regarded as a time-like version of the “complexity=volume” conjecture in [51–
53], instead of the gravity action. It is obvious that this volume formula also leads to the
same behavior C(e−itH ) ∼ cT2L .
We can also make the formula (3.20) slightly more covariant by replacing (3.20) with
a modified formula:
Z
√
1
∼
−gLG ,
(3.21)
GN MΣ ×IR
AdS

where LG is the gravity action and IRAdS is an interval with the width ∼ RAdS , transverse
to MΣ .
As is clear from the above arguments, especially from the formula (3.20), the com√
plexity of the Hamiltonian circuit C(e−itH ) is proportional to −gtt . In other words, the
number of quantum gates in this circuit for a fixed time period T determines the time
component of the metric in the gravity dual. More explicitly, if we choose MΣ to be a
surface at z = z0 and take the range of x to be the UV cut off scale L = z0 , then we find
C(VΣ ) ∼

cT
,
z0
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Figure 8. The path-integration on MΣ1 Σ2 which connects Σ1 to Σ2 , which is regarded as a
quantum circuit.

RT √
which agrees with 0 dt gtt at z = z0 . In this way, this result shows that the nonzero metric component gtt emerges from the non-zero density of unitary quantum gates in
the Hamiltonian circuit. If we consider a trivial quantum system with the Hamiltonian
proportional to the identity H ∝ 1, then we expect from the above arguments that in its
gravity dual, we have gtt = 0, i.e. the time coordinate is vanishing. In this way, we have
reached the idea that the time coordinate in a gravity dual emerges from the complexity
of the Hamiltonian circuit in the dual field theory. Our later arguments in the next section
further support this idea.

4

Entanglement evolutions in path-integral circuits

Now we would like to turn to dynamics of quantum entanglement for the path-integral
circuits. Again we will study the Euclidean and Lorentzian AdS setups separately below.
4.1

Entanglement evolutions in Euclidean AdS

Consider a codimension one surface MΣ1 Σ2 in an Euclidean AdS, which connects two codimension two surfaces Σ1 and Σ2 . We divide Σ1 and Σ2 into A, B and Ã, B̃, respectively as
in figure 8. Our conjecture argues that its corresponds to a (non-unitary) quantum circuit
which maps |ΨΣ1 i into |ΨΣ2 i. For explicit construction of such circuits in the context of
AdS3 /CFT2 refer to the appendix B.
The codimension three surfaces which separate A, B and Ã, B̃ are called P and P̃ ,
respectively. ΓP P̃ is a codimension two surface which connects P and P̃ . We are mainly
focusing on the local geometry around ΓP P̃ .
We are interested in how quantum entanglement is produced by the circuit evolution
along ΓP P̃ . To quantify this we consider the entanglement entropy SAÃ defined by
SAÃ = −Tr[ρAÃ log ρAÃ ],

(4.1)

where ρAÃ is the reduced density matrix
ρAÃ = TrB B̃ [|ΨΣ1 Σ2 ihΨΣ1 Σ2 |].
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The pure state |ΨΣ1 Σ2 i is obtained by the path-integrations on MΣ1 Σ2 via the channelstate duality (see e.g. [95, 96]). Equivalently, we write V [MΣ1 Σ2 ] as the (non-unitary)
quantum circuit corresponds to the Euclidean path-integration on MΣ1 Σ2 . Then the pure
state |ΨΣ1 Σ2 i is defined by
X
|ΨΣ1 Σ2 i = N ·
(V [MΣ1 Σ2 ]|iiΣ1 ) ⊗ |iiΣ1 ,
(4.3)
i

dSAÃ =

dA(ΓP P̃ )
.
4GN

(4.4)

This formula offers an interpretation of an arbitrary area element in the Euclidean AdS in
terms of quantum entanglement evolutions.
Another important property is that SAÃ depends only on Σ1 and Σ2 , while it is independent from the choice of MΣ1 Σ2 . This is because we can equivalently deform the
integration manifold by the Weyl rescaling as in our previous arguments.
As a simple example of space-like path-integrations, consider the case where Γ P P̃ is
a straight line geodesic in Poincare AdS3 , depicted in figure 9. We choose Σ2 at the AdS
boundary z =  such that |ΨΣ2 i is the CFT vacuum and Σ1 is at z = z0 . Then the length
of ΓP P̃ is computed as
Z z0
dz
z0
A(ΓP P̃ ) = RAdS
= RAdS log .
(4.5)
z


Thus we get
c dz
· ,
(4.6)
6 z
where c is the central charge of the 2d CFT. If we set z0 to infinity or some IR cut off length
ξ, SAÃ clearly agrees with the standard result of entanglement entropy in 2d CFT [100]:
dSAÃ =

6

Here in the formula (4.4) we implicity ignore contributions from non scrambling quantum gates such
as the dilation. We leave this issue until section 4.3. as it gets much clear in Lorentzian setups.
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where |iiΣ1,2 is the complete basis of the Hilbert space for Σ1,2 and N is the normalization
constant. It is convenient to choose the real space basis for |ii. Since we consider space-like
path-integrations, V [MΣ1 Σ2 ] becomes non-isometric. We also would like to mention that
this entanglement entropy SAÃ for a given circuit V is essentially the same as the quantity
called operator entanglement entropy studied in [97–99].
In particular, when MΣ1 Σ2 is squeezed to zero size, we simply find SAÃ = 0 because
V [MΣ1 Σ2 ] = I. Thus if we perform any generic path-integrations V [MΣ1 Σ2 ] 6= I, then we
expect SAÃ increases at least initially. Motivated by this we would like to focus on the case
where the evolving surface MΣ1 Σ2 is infinitesimally short, i.e. Σ1 and Σ2 are very closed to
each other. In this case we can regard ΓP P̃ as an (infinitesimally short) extremal surface
which connects P and P̃ . Indeed, in this case we can ignore the global geometry and focus
on the local geometry near ΓP P̃ . In this setup we conjecture6 the following relation between
the infinitesimal growth of entanglement entropy, denoted by dSAÃ , and the infinitesimal
area of ΓP P̃ , denoted by dA(ΓP P̃ ):
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Figure 9. An examples of space-like path-integration in a Poincare AdS3 .

SA = 6c log ξ . This is because when z0 gets infinite, the surface Σ1 shrinks to zero size and
the IR subsystem A disappears. The infinitesimally contribution (4.6) is also naturally
interpreted as the entanglement production due to the quantum gates which intersect with
the line segment ΓP P̃ . In this special setup we expect the integrated form is also correct:
SAÃ =

A(ΓP P̃ )
c
z0
= log .
4GN
6


(4.7)

Later in subsection 4.2 we will present another interpretation of SAÃ as a holographic
entanglement entropy.
However in generic setups, the integrated formula (4.7) is not correct. Since the circuit
MΣ1 Σ2 is not optimal in general when the distance between Σ1 and Σ2 is finite, we expect
A(ΓP P̃ )
,
4GN

SAÃ ≤

(4.8)

for generic choices of MΣ1 Σ2 . For example, a typical such example will be a path-integration
over a Euclidean time interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T at the AdS boundary z = . The straight time
evolution on MΣ1 Σ2 leads to
A(ΓP P̃ )
cT
=
.
(4.9)
4GN
6
However, since this state is given by the thermofield double state (or equally V [MΣ1 Σ2 ] =
e−T H ):
X
|ΨΣ1 Σ2 i = N
e−T H |iiΣ1 |iiΣ2 ,
(4.10)
i

where the CFT Hamiltonian H acts only on |iiΣ1 . The gravity dual of this state is given
by a lower half of BTZ black hole [93, 94], which leads to the etimation
BTZ
SAA
'

c
2T
log
.
3
π
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For example, if we consider the case of (4.5) in figure 9, this inequality is saturated, while
it is not when ΓP P̃ is tilted.
4.2

Ghost D-brane holography and calculation of SAÃ

Before we go on, let us drop by another interpretation of the quantity SAÃ . We would
like to present a new holographic setup where we can directly calculate SAÃ introduced as
in figure 9 in the previous subsection.9 For this we would like to identify the dual CFT
description of a part of Poincare AdS defined by  ≤ z ≤ z0 . We argue this is dual to
a supergroup SU(N |N ) gauge theory. Its ghost sector has the degrees of freedom with a
length scale shorter than z0 , while the regular gauge theory part is defined up to the UV
cut off scale .
If we consider the AdS5 × S5 as a concrete setup of AdS/CFT in string theory, such a
supergroup gauge theory appears if we consider N D3-branes and N ghost D3-branes [101].
A ghost D-brane is an object which simply annihilates a D-brane without leaving any
radiations or backreactions (thus, is different from an anti D-brane). In the language of
the boundary states in boundary conformal field theories, the boundary state for a ghost
D-brane is just given by −|Bi, if we write that for a standard D-brane as |Bi. Since a D3
and a ghost D3 can simply annihilate, the partition function of the supergroup U(N |M )
gauge theory is equal to that of U(N − M ) gauge theory. Therefore in the present setup we
can completely annihilate degrees freedom for the IR length scale z > z0 . See [102] for a
similar but different way to use the supergroup gauge theory as the change of cut off scale.
Here we are interested in the computation of entanglement entropy when we divide the
system into two parts A and B in this supergroup gauge theory. We expect that the real
gauge theory degrees of freedom live on the original AdS boundary z = , while the ghost
A(Γ

7

)

One might be tempting to argue that the minimum of 4GPNP̃ over all possible choices of ΓP P̃ can be
equal to SAÃ . However, this is not exactly correct in general, though this seems to give a good approximation. Indeed, in the present example given by the state (4.10), the minimum of the geodesic length in the
pure AdS is given by 3c log T which is larger than the BTZ result (4.11) by log π2 > 0.
8
One may worry that if T  , then the interval ΓP P̃ does not include any quantum gate. However, the
actual lattice spacing in a holographic CFT with a large central charge c  1, is expected to be /c taking
into account a ‘fractionalization’, which will be discussed in the section 5. Therefore we can consider the
parameter region /c  T   to have a sensible result.
9
Since this subsection is independent from main contents of this paper, readers can skip this part at first.
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Therefore we clearly find7 SAÃ < 4GPNP̃ . On the other hand, when T is infinitesimally
small8 T  , we can trust the estimation (4.9) and this agrees with our conjecture (4.4).
Finally, it is also intriguing to consider the another quantity SÃ − SA , which simply
measures the growth of the entanglement entropy by comparing the initial state |ΨΣ1 i
with the final state |ΨΣ2 i. However, in this case there is already non-zero entanglement
i.e. SA > 0 for the initial state |ΨΣ1 i and it is not clear how efficiently the quantum gates
along ΓP P̃ add quantum entanglement. Therefore we expect that the surface area of ΓP P̃
gives an upper bound
A(ΓP P̃ )
SÃ − SA ≤
.
(4.12)
4GN
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4.3

Entanglement evolutions in Lorentzian AdS

Now we move on to the dynamics of quantum entanglement in Lorentzian AdS setups.
Consider the evolution of states as in figure 8. Again things are more complicated than
the Euclidean ones because the surface MΣ can be either space-like, null or time-like.
One important hint to understand how their circuits look like is our previous calculation
of path-integral complexity in section 3. As we have found there, when MΣ is space-like,
the corresponding circuits consist of both unitary gates and non-unitary gates. 10 On the
other hand, when MΣ is time-like, the circuits consist only of unitary Lorentzian gate.
However, one might still be puzzled by the fact that the area of ΓP P̃ can be vanishing
when MΣ is null if we naively extend the formula (4.4) to the current Lorentzian setup.
This is because we can easily find an example where the entanglement entropy is growing
SA − SÃ > 0 even though the surface ΓP P̃ is null. For example, we can consider the setup
of figure 3 for Lorentzian Poincare AdS and choose the surface MΣ to be null i.e. t + z = 0.
This argument shows that even though ΓP P̃ has the zero area, it creates non-vanishing
entanglement. At first sight this looks contradicting with our interpretation that the area
is related to the number of quantum gates.
We would like to argue that this paradox can be resolved if we think null circuits
consist of not only the trivial gates (i.e. the identity I transformation) but also the pair
creations each of which create extra dimension of Hilbert space as sketched in figure 10.
10

Note that the presence of unitary gates is important as supported from our previous result of pathintegral complexity (3.15). Indeed, if there were only non-unitary gates, then it would suggest that there
are more optimized Euclidean circuit than the one dual to the canonical time slice in the static case. This
contradicts with the optimization of circuits for Euclidean AdS.
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degrees of freedom on the new boundary z = z0 . Therefore it is clear that the holographic
entanglement entropy precisely agrees with SAÃ in (4.7).
It is also intriguing to note that such a holography with ghost D-branes has a lot of
applications. For example, consider again an AdS/CFT setup of the AdS5 × S5 dual to
the gauge theory on N D3-branes. We take the Euclidean Poincare metric (2.3) for AdS5 .
Let us couple the ghost gauge fields, which come from N ghost D3-branes, localized on
a disk t2 + |x|2 ≤ l2 in the dual CFT4 . Then its holographic dual can be identified with
the Euclidean Poincare AdS5 with a half ball, defined by t2 + |x|2 + z 2 ≤ l2 , removed.
This spacetime can be regarded as the original AdS5 minus the holographic dual of the
BCFT [103, 104] dual to the ghost fields. In this way, a local coupling of ghost D-branes
can eliminate some part of the holographic spacetime in general.
As a final example, consider the AdS3 /CFT2 with a Poincare AdS and introduce ghost
fields localized on an interval 0 ≤ x ≤ l at any time t. Clearly, the dual CFT2 lives on
two disconnected half lines x ≤ 0 and x ≥ l. In the gravity dual, we expect these two
disconnected boundaries are connected in the bulk, as the total geometry should be given
by a Poincare AdS3 with a half solid cylinder removed. Thus this geometry provides a new
example of traversal wormholes, different from the construction in [105]. Indeed the ghost
degrees of freedom in CFT2 can violate the null energy condition in the gravity dual.
It will be a very intriguing future problem to study the new holography in more details.
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An important point is that such quantum gates does not scramble the quantum system.
Indeed, from the causal structure of the AdS, we expect the excitations do not spread in
a relativistically but simply propagates vertically along the null-lines. We claim that the
area element does not include contributions from such non-scrambling gates.
In the appendix B, we analyze explicit examples of path-integral circuits, which correspond to the case where MΣ is given by de-Sitter space or hyperbolic space in AdS3 ,
applying the results in the recent work [42, 43]. In this analysis, the non-scrambling quantum gates correspond to the dilation L0 and the scrambling ones to the Hamiltonian H0
of the CFT. The dilation does not scramble excitations as can be seen from the operator
transformation (B.9).
Motivated by these observations, we would like to propose the following relation for
infinitesimally small ΓP P̃ :


s
dSA
Ã

2

−



t
dSA
Ã

2


=

dA(ΓP P̃ )
4GN

2

where our definition of each area is always given by A(ΓP P̃ ) =
s
dSA
Ã

t
dSA
Ã

,

(4.13)
√

R
ΓP P̃

g such that the area

becomes imaginary for time-like surfaces.
and
each describes the increased
amount of entanglement entropy due to the scrambling non-unitary (Euclidean) and unitary
(Lorentzian) gates along ΓP P̃ , respectively. As we mentioned just before, we do not take
into account the contributions from non-scrambling quantum gates like pair creations. One
s,t
possibility to make our definition of dSA
more explicit may be to use the quantity called
Ã
tripartite mutual information
I3 (A : B : Ã) = SA + SB + SÃ − SAB − SAÃ − SÃB + SAB Ã ,

(4.14)

which measures the amount of scrambling [95]. This quantity is known to be non-positive
s,t
in holographic entanglement entropy [107]. Therefore we may define dSA
to be the growth
Ã
of −I3 (A : B : Ã) due to non-unitary or unitary gates.
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Figure 10. A sketch of a quantum circuit dual to a null surface. Strictly speaking we need to
maintain the translational invariance with suitable rearrangements.
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6

Space-like

z
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+

+

Null
Time-like

+

If there are no unitary circuits as is true for the canonical time slice in a static gravity
dual, the above formula is reduced to the previous one (4.4) for Euclidean setups with the
s . On the other hand, for time-like surfaces M , the space-like
identification dSAÃ = dSA
Σ
Ã
s = 0. Refer to figure 11 for a sketch of this interpretation.
part is vanishing dSA
Ã
In time-dependent backgrounds, the holographic entanglement entropy is given by the
t
extremal surface area [9]. Therefore we expect dSA
= 0 when ΓP P̃ is a part of a extremal
Ã
t
s .
surface. This observation enables us to decompose the area into dSA
and dSA
Ã
Ã
As a simple example of the unitary circuits, consider the real time evolution of a CFT
dual to the Poincare AdSd+2 as depicted in figure 12. The surface Σ is chosen to be Rd :
−∞ < x1 , · · ·, xd < ∞ at z =  and t = 0. We choose P and P̃ are separated by T in the t
direction and are both at x1 = 0. The relation (4.13) leads to
t
dSA
=
Ã

Rd Ld−1
· d · dT.
4GN


(4.15)

c dT
·
.
6 

(4.16)

For 2d CFTs, in particular, we find
t
dSA
=
Ã

s = 0.
Obviously in this case there is no non-unitary contributions dSA
Ã
It is intriguing to notice that the estimation (4.16) of the number of unitary gates agrees
with our previous one (3.22) obtained from the holographic path-integral complexity. This
supports the idea that the time component of the metric in gravity duals emerges from the
density of (scrambling) unitary quantum gates as we argued in section 3.3.
We would like to compare this prediction with the CFT calculation. The entanglement
entropy produced by the unitary evolution V = e−iT H can be measured as in (4.3) by
considering the evolution:
X
|ΨΣ1 Σ2 (T )i = N · e−iT H e−βH/2
|iiΣ1 |iiΣ2 .
(4.17)
i
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Figure 11. The structures of quantum gates for each slice MΣ in the Poincare AdS, where MΣ
is either space-like, null or time-like. The white square gate with four legs corresponds to a nonunitary (Euclidean) one, while the black one to a unitary (Lorentzian) one. The black semi circle
gate with two legs describes a pair creation of EPR pair. The first two quantum gates contribute
to the left hand side of (4.13), while the final one does not.
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Here we regularize by inserting a damping factor e−βH/2 , where we cut off the length scale
shorter than β( 1) and thus we expect β ∼ . Then this is the same as the evolution of
entanglement entropy of thermofield double state in 2d CFTs [94, 106]:


c
β
πT
πcT
SA (T ) = log
cosh
'
,
(4.18)
3
π
β
3β
where we assumed T  β because β is a regularization parameter. Indeed, this agrees
with (4.16) up to an undetermined O(1) constant factor. Thus, this supports our conjectured relation (4.13).
Let us emphasize that the relation (4.13) offers a quite new calculation of entanglement entropy in AdS/CFT because it relates the area of time-like surface to a growth of
entanglement entropy, though the relation for a purely space-like surface can be regarded
as a large generalization of the idea of holographic entanglement entropy [7–9].
4.4

Gravitational force from quantum circuits

As our final argument, we would like to consider how gravitational force can be understood
in terms of the quantum circuits. For this, imagine a point particle with a mass m in a
three dimensional gravity dual. Since it propagates along a time-like trajectory, which is
chosen to be ΓP P̃ , our formula (4.13) argues
t
dSA
Ã

1
=
4GN

Z

P̃

√

−g.

(4.19)

P

Note that the left hand side counts the number of scrambling quantum gates which act
when the particle moves on the interval ΓP P̃ . If we consider a static particle x =const.
in a weak gravitational potential φ(x)  1 and focus its neighborhood approximated by a
flat space, we have gtt ' −(1 + 2φ(x)). Therefore we obtain the estimation
1
[# of scrambling quantum gates on ΓP P̃ ] '
4GN
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P̃

dt(1 + φ(x)).
P

(4.20)
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Figure 12. An example of entanglement evolution in a time-like path-integral in a Lorentzian setup.
In the left picture describes its gravity analysis. The right picture is a sketch of its dual quantum
circuit, where the vertical lines represent qubits and the thick horizontal intervals denote the unitary
quantum gates. We count the number of gates which intersect with the dotted vertical line.
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We can go further and make a speculative argument that by counting the number
scrambling quantum gates we can understand the standard particle action itself
Z
Ip = −m

√
dt −g.

(4.21)

Indeed, we can understand the phase factor eiIp if we assume that for each gate we get the
same phase factor eiθ , because the density of unitary gate along a time-like trajectory is
√
proportional to −g as follows from our formula (4.19). The wave function of the particle
located at z = z0 in the Poincare AdS3 behaves as
ψ ∼ e−im

RP
P̃

√
dt −g

'e

−i∆ zT

0

,

(4.22)

where ∆ is the conformal dimension and z0 is the effective lattice spacing and T is the
time period between P and P̃ . Indeed, the number of quantum gates between P and P̃
is estimated as zT0 and the above behavior (4.22) in the gravity dual is explained if we set
eiθ = e−i∆ , which is quite natural in the light of the Lloyd bound (3.19). In this way, our
interpretation of the gravity dual as a collection of quantum circuits enables us to explain
the particle action. As usual, the semiclassical approximation of the path-integrations over
R
particle trajectories Dx eiIp leads to the equation of motion δIp = 0, i.e. the motion of a
massive particle with a gravitational force. Notice that in the CFT side, the wave function
ψ represents only a localized excitation part of the whole wave function of the quantum
many-body system, given by a discretization of the CFT.
We can generalize these arguments to higher dimensions by dividing the area of Γ P P̃
in (4.13) by an UV cut off (lattice spacing).
11

As argued in the paper [108], from the viewpoint of quantum entanglement, we can understand the
gravitational force in AdS as a sort of decoherence as follows. A localized excitation in a CFT can spread
out at the speed of light. If we consider a tensor network description (like MERA) of this excited state in
the CFT, initially the locally excited state is expressed as a tensor network where the tensor in the UV layer
is locally modified from that for the CFT vacuum. As the time evolves, the location of such a modified
tensor moves toward the internal layer such that the length scale z of the modified layer is approximated
by the time t. This explains the light-like trajectory z ' t in the dual Poincare AdS.
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Now we would like to remember that a point particle is a localized excitation in a
quantum circuit. For more explanations, refer to [108], where such a connection has been
discussed in the context of tensor network and holography.11 Thus the presence of scrambling quantum gates gives an obstruction to preserve the localized form of such an excitation. If it experiences a lot of scrambling quantum gates, it can be spread over in a
wide region as the gravitational wave radiations. This motivates us to argue that the preferred direction in which the particle tends to propagate, is the one with smaller number
of quantum gates. In order words, the particle moves so that it decreases the value of the
gravitational potential φ(x) in (4.20), as expected from the standard mechanics. This also
explains why accelerated particles eventually approach to null geodesics as there are no
active gates along the null surfaces (refer to figure 10).
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5

Conclusions and discussions

• The bulk region NΣ surrounded by a codimension one surface MΣ
↔ The quantum circuit VΣ defined by a path-integral on MΣ
• (The bulk region surrounded by) a codimension two surface Σ
↔ The quantum state |ΨΣ i

(i.e. the surface/state correspondence)

• The gravitational action on NΣ = The path-integral complexity of the circuit VΣ
• The area of codimension two infinitesimally small surface ΓP P̃
= The number of scrambling quantum gates which intersect with ΓP P̃ .
We studied several outcomes of our proposal from the viewpoint of complexity and
entanglement entropy. We argued that a holographic counterpart of the path-integral
complexity can be computed from the gravity action restricted to suitable regions.
In Euclidean gravity duals, we found that the minimum of holographic path-integral
complexity, identified with the complexity of a quantum state, is dominated by the corner contribution which is equal to the surface area. The qualitative behavior of our Euclidean holographic complexity looks similar to the “complexity = volume” proposal [51–
53], though not exactly the same. Moreover, this provides a new interpretation of a generic
surface area in gravity duals.
In Lorentzian gravity duals, we evaluated the holographic path-integral complexity
and found that this reproduces the holographic complexity of “complexity = action” [54],
given by the gravity action in a WDW patch if the background is static. This provides
the first derivation of holographic complexity from our basic principle of holography. For
time-dependent backgrounds, our holographic results of path-integral complexity seem to
deviate from the earlier proposal of holographic complexity, which will require a future
analysis. This computation of path-integral complexity also clarified the structures of
quantum gates for each surfaces MΣ in a Lorentzian AdS. We also defined and evaluated
the path-integral complexity for unitary operators.
The analysis of quantum entanglement in our framework reveals a direct connection
between the number of scrambling gates and the surface area. This relation is simple
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In this article, we presented a proposal that a gravity dual spacetime consists of quantum circuits such that each surface MΣ in the spacetime corresponds to a quantum circuit
defined by a path-integration on MΣ with a suitable UV cut off. Our construction was
achieved by developing the surface/state correspondence [44]. Our proposal covariantly
generalizes and refines the earlier conjectures which relate emergent spaces in AdS/CFT
to various tensor networks, which have been restricted to specific slices such as canonical
time slices. We believe that our proposal gives a simple summary of what we expect for the
connection between the AdS/CFT and tensor networks and that it is one of key principles
of holography. Our arguments can be applied to both Euclidean and Lorentzian asymptotically AdS backgrounds. A table which briefly summarizes our holographic relations is
as follows:
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for Euclidean setups and can be regarded as a natural generalization of holographic entanglement entropy [7–9]. We also pointed out that this new quantity can sometimes be
regarded as a holographic entanglement entropy in a ghost D-brane holography. However,
for Lorentzian gravity duals, the connection gets more non-trivial due to the presence of
both unitary and non-unitary quantum gates, summarized by the formula (4.13).
It is also intriguing that our results for the complexity and quantum entanglement show
that the time component of the metric in AdS emerges from the density of scrambling
unitary quantum gates in the dual CFT. This largely reinforces the idea of emergent
space from quantum entanglement so that it includes the time coordinate. We also gave
a heuristic argument how the gravitational force is explained from the viewpoint of our
quantum circuit picture.
Also we would like to comment on the UV cut off or lattice spacing in our formulation.
In holographic CFTs with classical gravity duals [109], we expect an extra property of UV
cut off such that the bulk gravity becomes local in a length-scale much shorter than the
AdS radius. For AdS3 /CFT2 , we expect that the actual lattice spacing in the 2d CFT is
fractionalized to be /c, where  is the original one. Consider a symmetric product CFT on
a circle with the radius R0 defined by n copies of a seed CFT as a typical example of CFTs
with holographic duals. Its long string sector, which dominates the degrees of freedom,
behaves like a CFT on a larger cylinder with the radius nR0 [110]. Therefore it has a
fractionalized momentum which matches with the above mentioned fined grained lattice
spacing [34]. In d + 1 dimensional CFTs, we similarly expect that the actual lattice spacing
d /G ∼ c. For a (2 + 1)
looks like /c1/d , where c denotes the central charge defined by RAdS
N
2
dimensional U(N ) gauge theory on a torus T , we can define the long string sector by the
twisted boundary condition Φ(x + 2πR0 ) = U Φ(x)U −1 and Φ(y + 2πR0 ) = V Φ(y)V −1
2πi
with the N × N matrices U and V such that U V = V U e N . This again leads to the
fractionalizations of the momenta by 1/N , indeed leading to the advertised lattice spacing
√
/N ∼ / c.
There are many problems we would like to explore in future works. We would like to
explore constructions of the quantum circuits from our path-integrations and consider their
connections to existing tensor networks. We also need to understand how the dynamics
of Einstein equation directly emerges from our picture. It is also intriguing to study
more details of our holographic path-integral complexity including time-dependent gravity
duals. Finally, it is very important to investigate implications of our formulation in nonAdS spacetimes such as de-Sitter spaces (refer to [111] for a recent interesting argument
and see also [34, 112, 113] for earlier related discussions).
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A derivation of Liouville action from AdS3

2 (dz 2 +dT 2 +dX 2 )/z 2 ,
Consider a Euclidean Poincare AdS3 , given by the metric ds2 = RAdS
and introduce a position dependent cut off defined by

z ≥  · e−φ̃(T,X) .

(A.1)

If we set φ̃ = 0, then this is the usual UV cut off with the homogeneous lattice spacing
given by . Here we assume φ̃ is a non-trivial function of T and X. As we will see later,
(T, X, φ̃) are closely related to (t, x, φ) in the (2.6), where the path-integral optimization
for two dimensional CFTs was explained.
For the position dependent cut off, the metric on the boundary M specified by z =
−
 · e φ̃ reads



i
e2φ̃ h
2 −2φ̃
2
2
2
2 −2φ̃
2
2
1
+

e
(∂
φ̃)
dT
+
2
(∂
φ̃)(∂
φ̃)dT
dX
+
1
+

e
(∂
φ̃)
dX
.
T
T
X
X
2
(A.2)
The extrinsic curvature K on this boundary surface M is found to be


−1
2
K = RAdS
· 2 − 2 e−2φ̃ (∂T2 + ∂X
)φ̃ .
(A.3)
ds2 =

The bulk gravity action on this three dimensional spacetime N can be evaluated
as follows
Z
Z
1
1
√
√
E
IG =
g−
γK
2
8πG
4πGN RAdS N
N M
Z
Z ∞
RAdS
dz
=
dT dX
3
4πGN
e−φ̃ z
Z
r


RAdS
e2φ̃ 
2 −2φ̃ 2
2
−
dT dX 2 2 −  e (∂T + ∂X )φ̃
1 + 2 e−2φ̃ (∂T φ̃)2 + (∂X φ̃)2
8πGN

"
#
Z
c
e2φ̃
2
2
=−
dT dX
+ (∂T φ̃) + (∂X φ̃) ,
(A.4)
12π
2
where we neglected surface terms.
In order to compare with the argument in section 2.2, we need to adjust the boundary
metric into the form (2.6) via a coordinate transformation T = t + ζ(t, x) and X = x +
η(t, x), where ζ and η are infinitesimally small functions of order O(2 ). Let us denote the
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Jacobian of the transformation from (t, x) to (T, X) by J such that dT dX = Jdtdx. By
simplify equating (A.2) and 2.2, we find
e

2φ

e2φ̃
=J· 2 ·


r



1 + 2 e−2φ̃ (∂T φ̃)2 + (∂X φ̃)2 .

(A.5)

Thus we find
Z

e2φ̃
dT dX 2 '


Z


dtdx e

2φ



1
2
2
−
(∂t φ) + (∂x φ)
.
2

(A.6)

E coincides with the Liouville action (2.7) as
In this way we managed to show that −IG
expected.12

B

Path-integrals on dS2 /H2 and slices in AdS3

Here we would like to examine explicit examples of path-integral circuits for a two dimensional de Sitter space dS2 and hyperbolic space H2 in the light of a connection between
path-integrals and tensor networks, which was recently found in [42, 43]. These spaces
appear as special codimension one slices in Euclidean/Lorentzian Poincare AdS 3 given
by (3.4), (3.13) and (3.14). Each of the metric of these three surfaces is given by
H2
dS2
H2

dt2 + sin2 α dx2
,
cos2 α t2
−dt2 + cosh2 θ dx2
in AdS3 → (3.13) : ds2 =
,
sinh2 θ t2
dt2 + sinh2 θ̃ dx2
in AdS3 → (3.14) : ds2 =
.
cosh2 θ̃ t2
in

H3 → (3.4) : ds2 =

(B.1)

For example, in the null limit θ → ∞ or θ̃ → ∞ we find from the above metrics that the
radii of dS2 and H2 shrink to zero.
B.1

Path-intgerals on dS2

Let us consider a path-integral on a two dimensional Lorentzian spacetime defined by the
metric:
ds2 = −du2 + R(u)2 dy 2 .
(B.2)
It is useful to define h(u) =
with a de Sitter space.
12

Ṙ(u)
R(u) .

If h(u) is a non-zero constant, this spacetime coincides

Notice that the coefficient of the potential term
tion scheme.

R
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Therefore we can rewrite the action (A.4) in terms of (t, x, φ) as follows (we keep terms up
to O(1) in the limit  → 0):
Z
h
i
c
E
IG = −
dtdx (∂t φ)2 + (∂x φ)2 + 2e2φ .
(A.7)
24π
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As introduced in [35, 36] and reviewed in section 2.2, our definition of UV cut off is
such that the lattice spacing is  with respect to the length measured by the above ds2 .
Therefore it is useful to introduce another coordinate instead of y:
ξ = R(u)y,

(B.3)

so that the lattice spacing in the coordinate ξ is given by ∆ξ = , which corresponds to
the original “|Ψ(u)i picture” in cMERA [21, 24, 25]. Then we can rewrite the metric (B.2)
as follows:
(B.4)

For simplicity, consider a massless scalar ϕ in this spacetime, defined by the action
√


1 µν
S =
dudξ −g − g ∂µ ϕ∂ν ϕ
2
Z

1
=
dudξ ϕ̇2 + 2h(u)ξ ϕ̇∂ξ ϕ − (1 − h(u)2 ξ 2 )(∂ξ ϕ)2 .
2
Z



(B.5)

The evolution in the u direction is described by




Z

P exp −i

duHu ,

(B.6)

with the Hamiltonian given by
Z
Hu =




1 2
2
dξ (π + ∂ξ ϕ ) − h(u)ξπ∂ξ ϕ ,
2

(B.7)

where π = ϕ̇ + hξ∂ξ ϕ is the conjugate momentum. With the UV cut off ∆ξ = , this
u-evolution defines the quantum circuit we are interested.
Therefore we can then we can express H(u) as follows:
Hu = H0 + h(u) · L0 ,

(B.8)

where L0 is the dilatation (or equally relativistic scale transformation), following the noR
tation in [21], and H0 = dξ 12 (π 2 + ∂ξ ϕ2 ) is the standard Hamiltonian in the flat space
h(u) = 0. Remember that the cMERA was originally defined by the quantum circuit

R
Pexp −i duL0 for the scale below the UV cut off [21]. Even though here we employ the
free scalar model as an exmaple of 2d CFT, the result (B.8) should be true for any CFTs
as it only involves the conformal symmetry following the arguments in [42, 43].
It is important to note that L0 acts locally on local operators with a conformal dimension ∆ such that
0

0

e−iuL O∆ (x)eiuL = e∆u · O∆ (eu x).

(B.9)

In this sense, the evolution by L0 is different from that by the Hamiltonian H0 , which gives
a relativistic propagations of excitations.
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ds2 = −(1 − h(u)2 ξ 2 )du2 − 2h(u)ξdξdu + dξ 2 .
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B.2

Relation to codimension one surfaces in AdS3

Now we would like to consider how the quantum circuit (B.6) corresponds to the bulk
codimension one surface MΣ as we have discussed in the main context of this article. If
we set
cosh θ −u sinh θ
t = − ·
·e
, h(u) = sinh θ,
(B.10)
sinh θ
then the metric of the de Sitter space (3.13) agrees with (B.2). Thus this de Sitter space
in Lorentzian AdS3 is interpreted as the quantum circuit (B.6) with
(B.11)

Note that in the AdS3 , the AdS boundary corresponds to u = 0, while the IR point with

z0
1
z = z0 does to u = − sinh
log
< 0. Thus we find that the dS2 (3.13) for the range
θ

 ≤ z ≤ z0 corresponds to the quantum circuit:
!
Z 0

P exp −i
du H0 + sinh θ · L0 .
(B.12)
z0
1
− sinh
log
(
)
θ

If we set θ = 0, this is indeed reduced to the ordinary evolution in the flat space and this
is consistent with that MΣ coincides with the AdS boundary. On the other hand, when
θ = ∞ dual to the null limit of MΣ , the circuit only includes the dilatation as in the
cMERA circuit.
We can repeat the analysis of the previous subsection for path-integral on the H 2 . We
find the hyperbolic space (3.14) in Lorentzian AdS3 corresponds to the circuit
!
Z 0


0
P exp −
du H0 + i cosh θ̃ · L
.
(B.13)
z
− 1 log( 0 )
cosh θ̃
Again, in the null limit θ̃ = ∞, we find the dilation dominates the circuit.
On the other hand, in the Euclidean AdS3 (i.e. H3 ), the surface (3.4) corresponds to
the quantum circuit:
!
Z 0

0
P exp −
du H0 + i cos α · L
.
(B.14)
z
− cos1 α log( 0 )
In these examples,13 it is intriguing to note that the amount of H0 evolutions is proR√
portional to the geodesic length
g, while that of L0 is proportional to the growth of the
entanglement entropy SA −SÃ compared the final state with the initial state. The former is
the quantity we considered in section 4. As argued in section 4, the length in AdS3 (or the
area in higher dimensional AdS) is expected to count the number of unitary gates which
scramble quantum states. Here we do not include the dilation L0 in such unitary gates
as it does not scramble the quantum state as can be seen from the local transformation
property (B.9). In the null limit, since we only have the dilatation gate L0 , the length (i.e.
the right hand side of (4.13)) gets vanishing.
13

Note also that all these results (B.12), (B.13) and (B.14) agree with the expectations in [34] from
the Killing symmetry of AdS3 , that the evolutions on both de-Sitter and hyperbolic slices are due to the
dilation, via a suitable shift of the time coordinate t → t + t0 in the definition of the dilation.
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H(u) = H0 + sinh θ · L0 .
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